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Abstract

In this paper, we consider the process by which an
effective software visualisation can be designed and
explore the ways in which both special-purpose and
general-purpose tools may be used to inform the soft-
ware visualisation design process. A series of deci-
sions must be made in order to determine which data
will contribute, the ‘look & feel’ of the visualisation,
the algorithms, stylesheets and configuration parame-
ters which are involved as implementation progresses.
In our previous work we have developed a flexible, ex-
tensible and configurable pipeline-based approach to
the implementation of software visualisation. Data is
represented in XML at each stage and undergoes suc-
cessive transformations as it moves through the im-
plementation pipeline. Pipeline components capture
and analyse data, compute geometry and determine
the detailed presentation of visual output. In this pa-
per, we describe a parallel pipeline for software visual-
isation design. Its steps involve making choices which
determine the specific implementation pipeline com-
ponents, together with their configurations, defining
a particular visualisation. We discus issues and tech-
niques involved in the software visualisation design
pipeline, describe tools which support them, and give
examples from our software visualisation research.

1 Introduction

Software engineering typically involves the design, de-
velopment and evolution of large, complex software
systems. It is not uncommon for such systems to in-
volve millions of lines of code (MLOC). Governments
and businesses have made huge investments of cap-
ital, time and resources in these systems and their
maintenance. Our reliance on banking, medical, con-
trol and other software systems is such that failure or
flaws can be catastrophic.

Accepted practices for software quality assurance
include the use of Fagan inspections (Fagan 1976,
Fagan 1986) in which groups of software engineers
read & study code listings and then meet to con-
duct reviews in order to detect and prevent defects.
Typical inspection guidelines indicate that a rate of
100–125 LOC/hr should be allowed for code read-
ing (O’Regan 2002). Thus, reading 1 MLOC at 125
LOC/hr would take 8,000 hours (200 40hr weeks, 4
staff years). The source for Windows 3.1 (1990) was
around 3MLOC, current OS are around 10 times that

size1 (Freeman 1999), and would more than a cen-
tury to read—even if they weren’t continually being
changed.

Traditional approaches struggle to cope with such
systems. A natural way to address issues of scale and
complexity is to divide the load among a larger team
of people. While this reduces the individual load, it
introduces additional problems of communication and
coordination. Sadly, the evidence suggests that large
projects, and large teams, are most likely to fail.

In order to make genuine advances, software en-
gineers must be able to step back and take a “bird’s
eye” view of software. Rather than trying to com-
prehend all of the low level detail, it is necessary
to be able to scan the entire system for likely trou-
ble spots and then focus more on those areas which
require closer attention. This focus + context con-
cept is familiar in information visualisation and is the
basis of many well-known techniques such as fisheye
views (Furnas 1986, Sarkar & Brown 1994)
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Figure 1: Quality models, metrics and quality

Software metrics research has concentrated on
identifying quantitative measures of specific proper-
ties of software, together with models which relate
these to aspects of interest (Fenton & Pfleeger 1997,
Ince & Shepperd 1992, Henderson-Sellers 1996, for
example). The archetypal example is Lines of Code
(LOC), which has become the de facto measure of
software size but has also been used with varying suc-
cess as an predictor of other attributes such as defect
counts. Another example is cyclomatic complexity
(ν) (McCabe 1976), which is used as a measure of
complexity, which in turn is used as a quality factor
indicating the likelihood of maintenance problems.

Software quality models, illustrated schematically
in Figure 1, relate measurable software metrics to
more abstract quality factors. A good model should

1http://www.campusprogram.com/reference/en/wikipedia/s/so/
source_lines_of_code.html



be based on a sound theoretical foundation, be prac-
tical to implement and be capable of making testable
predictions.

Early, yet long-lived, models such as that of Mc-
Call et al. (McCall, Richards & Walters 1977) (shown
in Figure 2), were based on hierarchical decomposi-
tion into more specific quality indicators.
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Figure 2: McCall et al. quality model

The software metrics discipline has enjoyed con-
siderable success. However, a number of limitations
have emerged. One serious limitation has been the
difficulty of obtaining genuinely complete and accu-
rate metrics; the effectiveness of any visualisation ulti-
mately depends on the quality of the data upon which
it is based. In previous work, we have developed ro-
bust metrics tools (Irwin & Churcher 2003) which are
capable of delivering data of the required quality.

Substituting the more tractable analysis of soft-
ware metrics for the impractical direct analysis of
software artifacts is an enormous simplification. How-
ever, for larger systems and realistic numbers of met-
rics, even the reduced problem is daunting: the user
is overwhelmed with data and it is hard to distinguish
the features of interest.

Software visualisation has emerged as a means of
addressing information overload challenges as well as
supporting exploratory analysis and offering insight
into the underlying science. Visualisations provide a
way of connecting metrics data to views of the soft-
ware artifacts, bridging the gap between metrics and
direct analysis.
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Figure 3: Visualisation via mappings

Figure 3 illustrates the process of software visu-
alisation in general terms. Domain properties rep-
resent the components, connections and details of a
software system. Visualisation attributes make up
the view ultimately presented to the user. Essen-
tially, a visualisation is determined by defining a set
of mappings from a subset of the domain properties
to a subset of the visualisation attributes. It is im-
portant to note that the domain properties may in-
clude both ‘direct’ properties, such as the presence of
an inheritance relationship, or ‘indirect’ properties,

such as software metrics like WMC (Chidamber &
Kemerer 1994), which require additional computation
to derive from the software artifacts.

Typically, the mapping process shown in Figure 3
is decomposed into a series of steps. This pipeline-
based approach is discussed further in the following
section.

In this paper, we consider the process by which an
effective software visualisation can be designed. A se-
ries of decisions must be made in order to determine
which data will contribute, the ‘look & feel’ of the
visualisation, the algorithms, stylesheets and configu-
ration parameters which are involved as implementa-
tion progresses. We describe these decisions in terms
of a design pipeline, which parallels the implementa-
tion pipeline. Our goal is to explore the ways in which
both special-purpose and general-purpose tools may
be used to inform the software visualisation design
process.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. In the next section, we describe the pipeline-
based approach to implementing software visualisa-
tions and develop the concept of the parallel design
pipeline which accompanies it. In Section 3 we de-
scribe SeeSoftLike, a tool we have developed to help
in the design process, and discuss some of the issues
arising in its use. The use of a more general-purpose
tool is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we consider
the rôle of the design pipeline in class cluster visual-
isation. Our conclusions, together with a description
of our continuing work, are presented in Section 6.

2 Pipeline-based visualisation

The conventional visualisation pipeline (Schroeder,
Martin & Lorensen 1998, for example) consists of
three basic phases: data capture/generation & pro-
cessing; computation of geometry; rendering of the
resulting visualisation.

Our recent work in information and software vi-
sualisation (Churcher, Keown & Irwin 1999, Irwin &
Churcher 2002, Churcher, Irwin & Kriz 2003, Irwin &
Churcher 2003) involves a flexible extensible pipeline
approach to information and software visualisation.

The pipeline is depicted, in simplified form, at
the left of Figure 4 and the major steps are sum-
marised here. We will refer to this as the implementa-
tion pipeline to distinguish it from the design pipeline
which will be developed later in this section.

• Our data capture tools are developed with the
aid of yakyacc, an XML-based parser generator,
and JST, a Java semantic model builder (Irwin
& Churcher 2003). These enable us to obtain,
in terms of the corresponding standard grammar
for the programming language in question, values
for arbitrary software metrics. Typically, this in-
volves performing XSLT transformations on the
XML representations of the semantic model and
corresponding parse trees.
Our approach is sufficiently flexible that we can
accept input from other tools, provided that it
can be transformed appropriately into our XML
format. For example, we also use the met-
rics module of Borland’s Together IDE (together
2004) as a source of data.

• In general terms, the data obtained represents
components and connections or relationships be-
tween them. Both components and relationships
may have further detailed properties. For ex-
ample, a method, which has a return type and
parameter list, may override another method.



Pre-layout filters determine which of the avail-
able components and relationships, as well as
which of their properties, will participate in the
generation of a particular visualisation. For ex-
ample, only public methods might be included
and inheritance relationships between classes
might be omitted.

• Geometry can now be computed, based on the
filtered data. For example, this might involve
the use of Angle (Churcher & Creek 2001) to
perform 3D graph layout where the filtered data
is in the form of nodes and edges.

• Post-layout filters determine the details of the
geometry which will be presented to users: sizes,
shapes, colours, fonts, transparencies and other
visual attributes are specified at this stage.

• Finally, the resulting visualisation is tailored for
a particular presentation tool or context.

XML is used to represent the data at each stage,
and filters are typically implemented as XSLT trans-
formations. This approach provides considerable flex-
ibility and enables ready validation at each stage.

We refer the reader to our other publications for
further detail of implementation pipeline components
and examples of the application of this approach.

In practice, the process of developing and realis-
ing visualisations involves two parallel pipelines. One,
as described above, essentially represents the auto-
mated development of the visualisation. The second,
implicit, pipeline—depicted on the right of Figure 4—
consists of the successive design decisions which are
embodied in the implementation pipeline.

The correspondence between the stages of the im-
plementation and design pipelines is not 1 : 1. Some
of the major correspondences between the stages of
the design and implementation pipelines are sum-
marised in Table 1.

Design Implementation
Metrics selection data capture and

analysis tools
Semantic
relationships

Data analysis,
pre-layout filters

Metaphor selection Pre-layout filters,
geometry
computation

Design algorithms,
techniques, geometry
computation

Presentation Post-layout filters,
customisation
transformations

Configuration XSLT, . . .

Table 1: Correspondences between design and imple-
mentation pipelines

In this paper, we consider the design pipeline, and
its relationships with the implementation pipeline.

We identify the following design pipeline stages:

Metrics selection is a particularly critical step in
software visualisation. It is important that met-
rics be used which genuinely fit with the current
quality model. Thus, it might not be appropri-
ate to use LOC as a surrogate for complexity.
A representative basis set should be chosen from
a sufficient number of distinct categories (size,
complexity, coupling, . . . ) to ensure that the
visualisation will accurately reflect genuine and
pertinent system features.
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Figure 4: Parallel visualisation pipelines: implemen-
tation pipeline (left) and design pipeline (right)



In our case, this step typically involves determin-
ing which metrics to omit, since we may obtain
almost any metric, directly or indirectly, from
the semantic model and associated parse trees.

Semantic relationships arise in a generalised data
model of object oriented software structure. Al-
though their importance has been realised for a
long time (Churcher & Shepperd 1995), the lack
of powerful tools has prevented full advantage
being taken of them. They include relatively
straightforward relationships such as class has
method or class is ancestor of class. However,
accurate data about more subtle relationships,
such as method overrides method cannot be ob-
tained without a complete semantic model such
as our JST.
As an example, in designing a specific visualisa-
tion, we might decide to preserve all inheritance
relationships and omit relationships representing
the implementation of interfaces.

Metaphor selection involves major decisions
about dimensionality, perspectives, structures
and relationships. These choices constrain the
range of contexts in which a given visualisation
will be useful and they are driven by the nature
of the questions the visualisation is intended to
help answer.
They should be based on domain-specific factors
including the problems users will be addressing
when they turn to software visualisations for as-
sistance. Typically, these involve particular gran-
ularity of components (system, package, class,
. . . ) and definition of a ‘neighbourhood’ of re-
lated components.
Typically, a metaphor will carry with it a geo-
metric component as well as aspects specific to
the software domain. These might include nested
boxes, graphs and so on.
At this stage, it is useful to make use of a domain-
specific taxonomy of visualisations, in order to
assist with metaphor selection. A well known
but dated taxonomy exists (Price, Baecker &
Small 1993) but its usefulness is limited by its
focus on visualisation systems/packages rather
than the underlying visualisations themselves.
A number of more generally-applicable soft-
ware visualisation perspectives have been identi-
fied (Keown 2000). These affect aspects such as
the user’s perception of the geometry as either
an object to manipulate or a world to observe,
navigate and experience.
Two examples of common perspectives are:

• A hierarchy-based metaphor might be based
on classes as major components and the in-
heritance relationships between classes as
the dominant relationship. Other relation-
ships, such as composition, between classes
might be included in a secondary manner
or be omitted altogether. Internal details
of class structure might be omitted or pre-
sented only in an aggregated way.

• Alternatively, the metaphor might be based
primarily on the interactions and relation-
ships between methods (invocation, over-
loading, overriding, . . . ), with aspects re-
lating to the classes to which the methods
belong being of secondary importance.

Design Once a metaphor has been identified, the de-
sign stage involves choices about how it can be

realised. For example, a hierarchical inheritance-
centric metaphor might be realised via cone
trees (Robertson, Mackinley & Card 1991),
treemaps (Johnson & Shneiderman 1991) or
some other technique. Such factors as layout al-
gorithms will also be considered at this stage.

Presentation This phase involves choices about as-
pects such as the specific geometry to be used for
nodes—it represents the targets of the mapping
arrows in Figure 3.

Configuration Further processing may be required:
for example, in order to obtain the data compris-
ing the visualisation in a form suitable for display
via a specific tool.

Both pipelines should be regarded as iterative, as
suggested by the arrows shown for the design pipeline
in Figure 4. This reflects the fact that information
visualisation in general, and software visualisation in
particular, is an exploratory process. Following the
observation of features in one visualisation, a user is
likely to customise some aspects, or select a related
visualisation. Such behaviours are an important part
of the problem solving or design tasks the user is ad-
dressing and it is necessary to accommodate them.

We contend that choices involved in the design
pipeline stages can be informed by effective use of
tools which highlight relevant features of the data
sets. The next two sections describe examples of such
tools and their use.

3 SeeSoftLike

In this section, we discuss SeeSoftLike, one of the
tools we have developed for steering visualisation
design. Our application, named after the system
which first introduced this approach (Eick, Steffen
& Jr. 1992), essentially displays source code in a mi-
croscopic font. The major features are still evident,
as recognisable patterns of line lengths. The colours
of individual lines represent the corresponding values
of a variable whose domain has been specified as de-
scribed below. This approach has been used for a
variety of purposes (Ball & Eick 1996, Eick, Graves,
Karr, Marron & Mockus 2001). Such applications
typically obtain their data from version control sys-
tems such as CVS.

Our implementation is designed to be used either
stand-alone or as part of our pipeline -based approach
to information and software visualisation (Irwin &
Churcher 2002). It reads XML data files which con-
form to a specified DTD. Domains are specified for
attributes which are present in the data file and which
are to be made available for colouring the lines in the
basic file display.

Two kinds of simple domains may be defined for
the variables used to colour lines. This is achieved
by providing metadata including the corresponding
variable name and the range of its values. Nominal
domains, such as author, are defined by listing their
values. Numeric domains, such as number of defects,
are described in terms of lower and upper bounds.
Other attributes may appear in the data file but only
those for which domains have been defined are avail-
able for use in colouring the display.

Figure 5 shows a fragment of a data file—in this
case one of the Java source files for the tool itself. The
domains element contains definitions of a nominal and
a numeric domain as described above. It is followed
by a file element which may contain a sequence of
block and line elements, where a block may, in turn,
contain further blocks and lines.



<domains>
<nominal name="author" values="carl neville wal"/>
<numeric name="defects" min="0" max="100"/>

</domains>
<file name="DomDiddler" author="neville">

<block name="getPanel" defects="25">
<line> public JPanel getPanel() {</line>
<line author="wal">return jp;</line>
<line> }</line>

</block>
</file>

Figure 5: Sample XML data

The attributes specified as domains may occur at
the file, block or line level. For example, Figure 5 in-
cludes a single line with author “wal” inside a block
which has inherited the value “neville” of its author
attribute from the enclosing file. This nested ap-
proach allows local changes to be distinguished.

Domain metadata is used to generate the colour
tables which map attribute values onto the corre-
sponding colours used to display individual lines.

Figure 6: Using domains to colour file view

Figure 6 shows the basic tool interface. Two
windows, each displaying the contents of the file
ColourTable.java have been opened. A popup
menu allows the user to select a domain attribute to
be used to colour the lines of the file. The window
on the right shows the initial view of the file while
the window on the left shows the result of Select-
ing name from the popup menu. Blocks or lines are
coloured according to the values of the name attribute
and tooltips provide ready access to the specific val-
ues where required.

Figure 7 shows a typical scenario involving com-
parison of several files, each in its own window. The
files are coloured according to their values of the
number of operations (NOO) metric—the number of
methods excluding inherited methods and construc-
tors. NOO has only been specified at file level, so
individual blocks and lines all appear in the same
colour. The user has also displayed a colour table for

Figure 7: File comparison

Figure 8: Filtering



this mapping in order to assist with interpretation of
colour values. An iconified window, not involved in
the current scenario, appears at the lower left. Even
such relatively coarse visualisations can be useful. In
this case the user is investigating the relationship be-
tween file length (LOC) and functionality (NOO).

A more detailed scenario is shown in Figure 8. The
upper left window shows a Java source file coloured
by a ‘name’ variable (corresponding to the name of
a block containing a method, declaration section or
import section). Lines whose values of an attribute
fall within a specified range may be highlighted ac-
cording to user-specified criteria. In Figure 8, the
upper right window shows the same Java file, with
highlighted regions (indicated by arrows) correspond-
ing to regions where 0 ≤ defects ≤ 80. The file
windows may be toggled between the shrunken state
and a readable size, as illustrated in the background
ColourTable window in Figure 8.

Our SeeSoftLike tool supports a number of im-
portant aspects in the visualisation design process.
Firstly, it provides a convenient way to scan simulta-
neously a large number of system artifacts in order to
compare their values of individual attributes at file,
block or line level of granularity. This helps us an-
swer questions such as “which are the most complex
methods” and “which authors seem to be associated
with high defect density components?

Within a file, we can readily obtain an impression
of the ranges and distributions of attribute values.
This helps us to assess which metrics are sensitive to
the features of the artifacts under consideration and
which have relatively uniformly distributed values—
and are thus less likely to be worth visualising. This
allows us to tailor visualisations in order to emphasise
interesting variations in values.

Comparison of multiple views of the same file
gives an impression of the correlation of the corre-
sponding attributes. Although arguably only semi-
quantitative, this approach allows “interesting” fea-
tures, such as low or negative correlation, to be de-
tected. These features can then be investigated with
more focussed tools.

This approach has some limitations, the major one
being the lack of any explicit representation of connec-
tions (invocation, inheritance, composition and the
like) between artifacts.

Our next version will be capable of highlighting re-
gions of other open files which are related to selected
regions of a target file: thus we will indicate the rela-
tionships by highlighting the related artifacts rather
than through explicit connection geometry.

4 Using off-the shelf tools: Ggobi

Tools such as that described in Section 3 are valu-
able for identifying domain components and proper-
ties worthy of deeper investigation. Multivariate data
visualisation software is available for general-purpose
information visualisation and exploration. In this sec-
tion, we describe how such tools can be used to inform
our choices in the visualisation design pipeline.

The representative tool we will use to illustrate our
arguments in this section is ggobi (ggobi 2004). It has
an XML data format, which makes it amenable to our
pipeline approach, provides a variety of visualisation
options, can be integrated with other applications and
has the desirable property of being freely available.

Data sets in software visualisation typically
present a range of challenges including:

• High dimensionality; it would not be unusual to
have tens or even hundreds of variables.

• High data volume, particularly where evolution
over time is involved.

• Extreme ranges of values (perhaps several orders
of magnitude).

• Distributions of individual metrics, such as LOC,
are commonly skewed towards low values, but
include a long tail.

• Outliers cannot simply be ignored as they are
often indicate “interesting” features.

Figure 9 shows a snapshot of a ggobi session. An-
notations are referred to in the following discussion.

A Ggobi provides several kinds of graph and the de-
tailed content of the main configuration panel
vary according to the type of the selected win-
dow. Common features include check boxes for
selection of participating variables.
This is particularly useful when obtaining an
overview of the ranges and distributions of met-
ric values across a system in order to assess the
presence of, and sensitivity to, various character-
istics.

B Scatterplots, in various forms, are a powerful fea-
ture of ggobi. This example shows a 3D form,
enabling correlations between several variables to
be investigated. Other useful features include the
ability to cycle through a series of scatterplots
corresponding to each pair of variables.
The models underlying software metrics and soft-
ware quality typically predict correlations be-
tween metrics and propose causal relationships
to explain them. For example, a positive cor-
relation between module complexity and defect
density might be expected. Scatterplots allow
expected correlations to be examined and unex-
pected ones to be detected and investigated fur-
ther.
Often, families of metrics will effectively measure
the same property of the software—for example,
there are several forms of LOC depending on the
way aspects such as comments, declarations and
whitespace are treated. Normally, these metrics
will be strongly correlated and a representative
will be selected.
Other correlations are often expected and can
readily be verified. For example, ν and LOC
are generally strongly correlated, reflecting a rel-
atively uniform number of decisions per unit
length across a system. In this case, outliers are
of interest and are readily observed.

C A scatterplot matrix permits the ready compar-
ison of several 2-variable scatterplots at once.
This is particularly useful in our case, where the
greater complexity of the semantic model under-
lying object oriented software means that many
more component kinds (packages, interfaces, . . . )
and relationships (inheritance, composition, . . . )
are involved than in the case of procedural lan-
guages. Each added dimension introduces addi-
tional metrics to be interpreted and managed.
The matrix view enables trends of correlations
between a variable and a family of others to be
investigated conveniently.

D Parallel coordinates are a powerful tool for de-
tecting similarities between components. Each
line in the figure represents a single class and
crosses the 5 vertical axes, each representing a
class level metric, at the corresponding height.
Trends, such as the low CC → high DOIH → low
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Figure 9: A ggobi session in progress

LOCOM1, indicating similarities between com-
ponents are readily apparent (as are outliers).
Features such as the ability to re-reorder the
variables are very useful in the elimination of
bogus effects. Similarity measures are particu-
larly important in software visualisation, both
for classification of components and for determin-
ing strongly related groupings. This has much in
common with the concepts of statistical cluster-
ing (Everitt, Landau & Leese 2001).

Figure 10: Use of jittering to distinguish co-located
data points

E A tree structure simplifies the management of the

many windows which are likely to be involved in
a typical session.

Ggobi has a number of further features which are
particularly useful, either in adding value to individ-
ual plots or in linking plots together. These include:

Colour schemes allow items, such as the glyphs on
a scatterplot, to be coloured according to the
value of some variable. This is particularly use-
ful in situations such as colouring the points on
a 2-variable scatterplot by their values of a third
variable. This is useful in situations such as that
shown in Figure 10: points on a plot of fan-in
against fan-out might be coloured according to
their ν values in order to provide a deeper un-
derstanding of the corresponding call graph.

Jittering enables co-located points to be resolved
individually. Often the values of a metric will
be limited to integer values and many points
may correspond to the same values. Figure 10
shows a plot of fan-in (number of invoking meth-
ods) against fanout (number of invoked methods)
for 152 methods. Many methods share identical
pairs of values for these methods; the square at
the lower left contains 84 points—more than half.
This situation commonly arises because the dis-
tribution of values for many metrics is skewed to-
wards low values. Jittering has been used to indi-
cate by larger ‘blobs’ the presence of such degen-
erate points. Without it, important information
about the invocation structure will be missed.

Brushing provides a way to select particular items
and highlight them where they appear in other
graphs. In Figure 9 the square at the cen-
tre of the parallel coordinate display (D) is the
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Figure 11: A class cluster for a Java package

selection region. Lines corresponding to three
classes are highlighted, as are the points along
each axis. Highlighted points on the scatter-
plot (B) and scatterplot matrix (C) views corre-
spond to the same classes. This feature enables
such exploratory tasks as investigation of classes
which are outliers in one correlation to determine
whether they are ‘normal’ or ‘interesting’ in other
contexts. A typical investigation would involve
brushing a set of points which are close to each
other in one view (e.g. STMT, ν scatterplot) and
observing whether they remain together in other
views (as might be expected for a ν, defect den-
sity scatterplot) or diverge (as might be expected
for views involving inheritance depth).

5 Class clusters

In this section, we discuss the design of a specific visu-
alisation, class clusters, in terms of the design pipeline
and the way the design was informed. Class clus-
ters are discussed in greater detail elsewhere (Irwin
& Churcher 2003, Churcher, Irwin & Cook 2004). A
class cluster is shown in Figure 11.

The class labelled ‘X’ has no inheritance connec-
tion to the other classes. The class labelled ‘Y’ is the
base class for the package shown and it appears at
the center of the cluster. Class ‘Z’ is very small, indi-
cating that it adds few methods or properties itself,
but the thickness of the edge leading to its parent
indicates that it nevertheless plays a part in the in-
heritance hierarchy since it has children of its own.

metrics selection A full range of metrics derived
from the semantic model and associated parse
trees was available. Metrics selected were ν
and STMT (number of statements) for meth-
ods. For classes, WMC (number of public, non-
constructor, locally defined methods) was com-
puted and NLCS (the number of leaf classes sup-
ported) was derived from the direct inheritance
data.

semantic relationships Encapsulation (class-has-
method), invocation (method-calls-method) and
inheritance (class-extends-class) were selected.
Relationships involving all classes, but not in-
terfaces, were included and only public, non-

constructor, locally defined methods appear.
Pre-layout filters extracted this data and trans-
formed it into a format suitable for layout with
Angle (Churcher & Creek 2001).

metaphor selection The primary objective was to
indicate the ‘neighbourhood’ of a class within a
package or system: physical proximity should
reflect the strength of relationships between
classes.
A secondary objective was to highlight the inher-
itance structure in order to separate structural
from invocation system aspects.

design The metaphor was realised as a graph whose
nodes correspond to classes and methods whose
edges correspond to the semantic relationships
identified earlier. Classes are represented by
spherical nodes whose radii represent their WMC
values; they are studded with smaller spheres
representing their methods. Edges represent-
ing invocation connect these method nodes. An
inhomogeneous force-directed layout algorithm
was employed (Churcher et al. 2004) so that the
inheritance edges would be the dominant contrib-
utors to the layout, while invocation edges play
a secondary rôle. This causes the root of the in-
heritance tree to be at the centre of the cluster.

presentation The thicknesses of branches of ‘real’
trees are proportional to the mass of the other
branches and leaves they support–and hence to
their importance in the overall tree structure.
Accordingly, post-layout mappings were used to
map NLCS to inheritance edge thickness.

configuration XSLT transformations were used to
generate VRML (Carey & Bell 1997) worlds for
display in web browsers (see Figure 12).

An example of feedback in the design pipeline led
to the revised visualisation shown in Figure 12. The
revised design and presentation stages now involve
using the geometry of nodes representing methods
to reflect the values of method-level metrics ν and
STMT. Instead of uniform spheres, the specific post-
layout mappings now generate conical nodes for each
method: height ∝ STMT and base radius ∝ ν.
Outliers may now be readily identified.



Figure 12: cluster with metrics

6 Conclusions & future work

In this paper, we have addressed the process of de-
signing software visualisations and considered tools
which can assist in this process. We have described
the software visualisation design process in terms of a
design pipeline. This is a conceptual pipeline parallel
to the implementation pipeline responsible for actu-
ally generating the rendered visualisation from the
initial data sets.

The stages of the design pipeline include:

• collating and evaluating available data, whether
directly captured or indirectly computed.

• extracting the domain-specific semantic relation-
ships present in the data sets.

• selecting a metaphor which both exploits the se-
lected semantic relationships and addresses the
primary goal of the visualisation.

• developing the design infrastructure of the vi-
sualisation including selection of factors such as
layout algorithms, graph models and information
visualisation techniques.

• refining the presentation details representing the
mapping of domain properties to attributes of
the rendered visualisation.

Tools such as SeeSoftLike and ggobi can inform
this process in a variety of ways by assisting with the
identification of relevant data and relationships.

The design pipeline helps ensure that a visualisa-
tion will be appropriate for its intended purpose, will
be based on sound data and will convey effectively
the information contained in the data. Without it,
there is the risk that considerable effort will be spent
on the development of a visualisation which lacks the
sensitivity to distinguish values, fails to incorporate
important relationships or conflicts with the prevail-
ing domain models.

The outputs from the design pipeline primarily
represent decisions, and artifacts derived from them,
which influence the detail of the parallel implemen-
tation pipeline which actually delivers the rendered
visualisation. They include such things as specific
mappings from domain properties to attributes such
as colour of geometry in the rendered visualisation.

Increased understanding of the design pipeline is
valuable as we extend support for exploratory analysis
through implementation pipeline flexibility.

This work is part of our ongoing software visual-
isation research. We are developing it further in a
number of directions.

Firstly, we are assembling a library of resources
and guidelines to assist visualisation designers by
presenting suitable options and providing guidelines.
Major components include:

Metaphor library to assist users to select an ap-
propriate metaphor from a standard set and then
tailor it to their particular applications. This
would include a taxonomy based on perspectives
such as those identified by Keown (Keown 2000).

Design library to assist with metaphor realisation.
This would enable users to select from a range
of information visualisation techniques, such as
ways to represent hierarchical structures, suit-
able for representing their chosen metaphor. It
would also include a range of ways to transform
semantic relationships to geometric relationships

Filter library to support development of pre- and
post-layout filters by providing templates suit-
able for extension.

In parallel, we are beginning to explore ways to
provide software support for the design pipeline pro-
cess. At the most trivial level this is little more than
a checklist of principles and a list of resources. How-
ever, our longer-term goals include tools to allow the
user to select increasingly specific metaphor, design
and mapping aspects and to provide facilities to gen-
erate appropriate filter transformations and other el-
ements to be used in the corresponding implementa-
tion pipeline. One challenge is how best to support
user creativity—there can be a wide range of appro-
priate visualisations for a particular scenario. As our
approach matures, we will be in a position to evalu-
ate its effectiveness in realistic design situations where
users other than ourselves are involved. Our approach
will be to make use of heuristic evaluation tech-
niques (Nielsen & Molich 1990, Nielsen 1992, Nielsen
& Landauer 1993), in which small groups of evalua-
tors seek violations of a given set of heuristics. Re-
sults suggest that these techniques can be very effec-
tive in detecting faults, thereby enabling them to be
corrected earlier in the development cycle.

Among the aims of our current software visuali-
sation research is the investigation of various heuris-
tics for software engineering. Many of these, such
as the law of Demeter (Lieberherr & Holland 1989),
Riel’s collection of heuristics for object oriented de-
sign or even design patterns (Gamma, Helm, Johnson
& Vlissides 1995), are amenable to measurement and
hence to visualisation.

Our approach, based on powerful parsing technol-
ogy and driven by a sound semantic model, provides
a sound basis for undertaking this programme.
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